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We describe the development of cross-correlation based high resolution electron backscatter diffraction
(HR-EBSD) and electron channelling contrast imaging (ECCI), in the scanning electron microscope (SEM),
to quantitatively map the strain variation and lattice rotation and determine the density and identify
dislocations in nitride semiconductor thin ﬁlms. These techniques can provide quantitative, rapid, nondestructive analysis of the structural properties of materials with a spatial resolution of order of tens of
nanometers. HR-EBSD has a sensitivity to changes of strain and rotation of the order of 104 and 0.01
respectively, while ECCI can be used to image single dislocations up to a dislocation density of order
1010 cm2. In the present work, we report the application of the cross-correlation based HR-EBSD
approach to determine the tilt, twist, elastic strain and the distribution and type of threading dislocations in InAlN/AlN/GaN high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) structures grown on two different
substrates, namely SiC and sapphire. We describe our procedure to estimate the distribution of
geometrically necessary dislocations (GND) based on Nye-Kroner analysis and compare them with the
direct imaging of threading dislocations (TDs) by ECCI. Combining data from HR-EBSD and ECCI observations allowed the densities of pure edge, mixed and pure screw threading dislocations to be fully
separated.
Crown Copyright © 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc. This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Alloys of indium and aluminium containing nitrides (InAlN) are
of great interest for the GaN based opto-electronics and microelectronics industries. When the InN composition is between 16
and 18%, InAlN can be lattice matched with GaN and has a band gap
of z4.2 eV [1]. Their applications span from distributed Bragg reﬂectors (DBRs) to high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) where
they improve performance by avoiding the strain due to the lattice
mismatch which is inherent to AlGaN [1,2]. For DBRs, the use of
InAlN achieves a high refractive index and within a lattice
mismatch of ±0.5%, it has been shown that no strain relaxations
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takes place in the 16e20% InN composition range [1]. In the case of
HEMTs, the situation may be more complex, as was shown by
Kuzmík [2], not only is it of importance to minimize the strain by
replacing AlGaN with InAlN, but one can also improve considerably
the two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) by introducing an ultrathin AlN interlayer between GaN and InAlN [2,3].
In recent years great progress has been made in producing good
quality InAlN/GaN HEMTs and DBRs [4e6]. In the horizontal and
close coupled showerhead reactors, growth conditions and
composition can be modiﬁed to intentionally dope gallium (Ga)
into nominal InAlN ﬁlms up to several percent, as already reported
[7,8], forming InAlGaN quaternary layers. Most of the heterostructure materials are still epitaxially grown on foreign substrates
such as sapphire, SiC and Si due to the lack of low cost and large size
commercial GaN substrates. A high density of threading dislocations (TDs) is therefore generated in the material as a result of large
lattice and thermal expansion coefﬁcient mismatches between the
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GaN ﬁlm and the foreign substrates. Considering the lattice
distortion that surrounds dislocations and the potential for
Coulombic interaction between electrons and charged dislocation
lines, TDs could have a signiﬁcant effect on 2DEG density. Such
dislocations act as scattering centres and reduce the electron
mobility in these heterostructures, especially when the sheet
concentration is low or when an AlN interlayer is present [9].
Quantiﬁcation of the TDs density and their types (screw, edge or
mixed) is needed to diagnose their inﬂuence on optical and electrical properties, since not all dislocation types may be detrimental
to device performance [10].
In addition to TDs, strain also has a profound effect on material
properties, e.g. it can change the electronic band structure [11]
which it is necessary to understand to optimise/engineer any
electronic devices. The capability to evaluate the strain variation,
lattice rotation and the distribution of TDs and resolve their types
rapidly with negligible sample preparation would represent a real
step forward in the development of more efﬁcient nitride semiconductor devices. This is the main focus of our present work.
The analysis of defects and deformation is commonly performed
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). However, such analyses require a sample thinning process to obtain an electron
transparent specimen, which is highly intrusive and involves an
irreversible alteration of the internal strain ﬁeld. It is possible to
differentiate between dislocations with a screw component (those
which terminate a step) and pure edge dislocations (those that do
not terminate a step) using atomic force microscopy (AFM). TDs
form small pits when they terminate at the sample surface and this
change in the topography can be detected by AFM. In addition to
their location with respect to any observed atomic steps, the size of
the pits has been found to be related to the dislocation type, with
the pits due to pure edge dislocations being smaller than those
containing a screw component [12]. Detection of the pits need a
sharp AFM tip and clean surfaces and the detection of the pits can
be facilitated by surface treatment [13]. In the case of III-nitrides,
the surface may be subjected to an in situ treatment using SiH4
and NH3 immediately after growth, which enlarges the size of the
pits and making it easier to detect the dislocations using AFM [14].
X-ray diffraction (XRD) methods have also been used [15] however
their application becomes more difﬁcult as layer thickness is
reduced and layer quality is improved. The crystal mosaicity model
has been adapted for analysis of nitrides [15] in which the tilt of the
(0001) oriented layer can be correlated to the density of screw
threading dislocations and the lattice twist can be correlated to the
density of edge dislocations. Metzger et al. [16] demonstrated for
GaN layers the connection of threading edge dislocations to inplane mosaic and threading screw dislocations to out-of-plane
mosaic. They noted from TEM that almost all TDs ran parallel to
the surface normal direction [16,17]. Thus the twists within the
layer are due to the edge components of TDs, while tilts result from
screw components. Quantiﬁcation of diffraction peak broadening
for reﬂectors at different inclination from the surface normal allows
the density of screw and edge dislocations to be determined
separately [16].
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) based electron diffraction
techniques such as electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) and
electron channelling contrast imaging (ECCI) offer both high resolution and non-destructive analysis of defects and deformation. The
introduction of cross-correlation based analysis of EBSD patterns
has seen a step change in the angular resolution to z104 rad [18]
which is sufﬁcient to enable analysis of the misorientations and
local elastic strain ﬁelds that are typical in nitride semiconductor
materials. The relatively new cross-correlation based analysis of
EBSD patterns offers considerably higher precision than the conventional Hough based analysis to study the strain and rotation

gradients [19]. Thus with the help of the HR-EBSD, it is possible to
measure very small relative disorientation and strain in nitride
semiconductor materials [20] with a very high precision of better
than 0.01 and about 104, respectively. HR-EBSD is based on the
precise measurement of the small shifts of image features on an
EBSD pattern (EBSP) by applying the cross-correlation analysis [18].
Using data from this analysis within the Nye-Kroner framework, it
is also possible to estimate the density of geometrically necessary
dislocations (GNDs) within the material measured from the lattice
curvatures on the sample surface [21]. Recent advancement in ECCI
for revealing and identifying threading dislocations (TDs) [22] and
imaging stacking faults [23] makes ECCI ideal for characterising
extended defects in nitride semiconductors. Combining HR-EBSD
and ECCI will provide an efﬁcient and fast approach to investigate
the structural properties of nitride thin ﬁlms, enabling crystal
growers and device manufactures to produce ultra-fast and energy
efﬁcient electronic devices for example. These techniques will be
invaluable analysis tools to the wider materials community
requiring quantitative structural analysis of their materials. For
example they may be applied for the strain and defect analysis of
phosphide and telluride semiconductor thin ﬁlms, SiGe, SiC and
diamond thin ﬁlms.
2. Experimental
2.1. Sample details
The HEMTs samples studied consist of two InAlN/AlN/GaN
heterostructures grown by metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy
(MOVPE) in an Aixtron AIX200RF horizontal reactor. The samples
were grown on two different substrates, namely sapphire (Al2O3)
and 4H-SiC. On both samples, the InAlN layer was z15 nm. The
thickness of the non-intentionally doped GaN buffer layer was
1.6 mm for the sample grown on the AlGaN(nucleation layer)/SiC
and 3 mm for the sample grown on the GaN(nucleation layer)/Al2O3.
On top of the GaN buffer layer, a thin AlN interlayer of z1 nm was
grown at 1200  C using H2 as carrier gas. The temperature was then
reduced to 865  C for the growth of InAlN layer under nitrogen
atmosphere. The InN content was slightly different for the two
samples; 17.6 ± 1% for the InAlN on Al2O3 and 21.4 ± 1% for the
InAlN on SiC. The In composition was determined from XRD measurements [24]. For convenience hereafter we shall refer to the
HEMT samples in accordance to the substrates they were grown on:
InAlN on SiC and InAlN on sapphire. Prior to EBSD measurements,
the samples were cleaned in an organic solvent followed by plasma
cleaning for z3 min (Fishione 1020 plasma cleaner) after mounting
on to an aluminium stub.
2.2. Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD)
In electron backscatter diffraction, an electron beam is incident
on a sample which is tilted at an angle of typically 70 towards the
detector. Classically the detector is a phosphor screen which captures the inelastically backscattered electrons from the sample
surface which produce a diffraction pattern. A digital camera is
used to acquire an image of the diffraction pattern. New developments in direct electron imaging technologies such as directly
exposed CMOS sensor [25] and Timepix detectors [26] have been
demonstrated and present the possibility of detectors that avoid
scintillators coupled either with lenses or ﬁbre optics to a CCD
sensor. Distortions and lattice rotations in the crystal cause small
shifts in the position of the Kikuchi bands and zone axes in the
EBSD patterns (EBSPs) and analysis of these over a mesh of points
on a sample can be used to produce maps of tilt and twist rotations
and strain variation in the sample [18,27].
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2.2.1. Cross-correlation analysis
EBSD measurements were carried out using a Zeiss Merlin Field
Emission Gun (FEG) SEM equipped with a Bruker eFlashHR EBSD
detector run with Esprit 1.9 software. In our present work, all the
EBSPs were acquired using an electron beam energy of 20 keV and a
probe current of 5 nA with a detector to screen distance of 18 mm.
The EBSPs were acquired on a rectangular grid spanning
22.6  16.9 mm2 with a 200 nm step size. For each map a total of
9492 patterns were captured and recorded at the full resolution
(1600  1200 pixels) of the EBSD camera. The samples were oriented such that the [0001] direction pointed out of the sample
surface plane and the two perpendiculars [-1100] and [11-20]
crystallographic directions pointed along the x1 and x2 specimen
axes, where the x1 axis aligns with the sample tilt axis.
In cross-correlation based EBSD all the test patterns within a
map are compared to a selected reference pattern using crosscorrelation of pattern intensities within a number of regions of
interest (ROIs). An example EBSP obtained from the InAlN on SiC is
given in Fig. 1(a), and the white squares represent ROIs (nine
selected in this instance). Cross-correlation algorithms ﬁnd the
translation between two matched regions within the patterns being compared and extract a translation (shift) along both x1 and x2
directions (from the cross-correlation peak position), in addition to
a measure of how good the best pattern matching is (from the
normalised cross-correlation peak height).
Cross-correlation analysis of the patterns was conducted off-line
using the method described in Ref. [18]. Pattern shifts were determined from 35 ROIs of each pattern with a band pass ﬁlter applied
in the Fourier domain to remove high frequency noise and low
frequency background intensity variations. One pattern was
selected as the reference and all the measurements are made
relative to this. The shape change and rotation of the crystal lattice
can be linked to the measured pattern shifts and can be used with
knowledge of position vectors describing the dispersion of ROIs
across the EBSD detector relative to the diffracting volume on the
sample using a set of simultaneous linear equations described in
Ref. [18]. To separate the normal strains a boundary condition is
employed which forces the stress s33 normal to the sample surface
to zero in the near surface region from which EBSD originates [19].
This allows the normal strains to be related via:

s33 ¼ 0 ¼ C33 3 33 þ C32 3 22 þ C32 3 11

(1)

The elastic constants used in this study are C13 ¼ 99 GPa and
C33 ¼ 389 GPa for AlN [28], and C13 ¼ 92 GPa and C33 ¼ 224 GPa, for
InN [29]. For the InxAl1-xN ternary alloy, stiffness coefﬁcients were
obtained by the corrected Vegard's law given by Darakchieva et al.
[30].
This generates maps of the variation of elastic strain (3 ij) and
lattice rotation (uij) relative to that at the reference point. Note the
strain state is unknown at the reference point (the so-called

Fig. 1. (a) EBSD pattern from the InAlN on SiC with nine subregions marked (white
squares). Note the number of ROI used for cross-correlation analyses were 35, and (b)
electron channelling from wurtzite InAlN on SiC showing the threading dislocations
(white circle).
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‘reference pattern problem’) [19]. The elastic strains and lattice
rotations are deﬁned as the symmetric components and antisymmetric components of the displacement gradient tensor
respectively as shown in the following three equations:
Elastic normal strain
3 ii

¼ vui =vxi

(2)

Elastic shears strains
3 ij

 
 
¼ 1=2* vui vxj þ vuj vxi

(3)

Lattice rotations







uij ¼ 1=2* vui vxj  vuj vxi



(4)

where xi is a direction in the crystal and ui is a displacement in the
ith direction. Normal strain with positive values corresponds to
tensile strain and negatives values correspond to compressive
strain. Further details of the strain analysis and the displacement
gradient can be found in Refs. [18,19,31]. For the rotation term, u12
is the in plane rotation or twist about the surface normal x3 and u13
and u23 are the two out of plane rotations or tilts about x2 and x1
respectively.

2.2.2. Geometrically necessary dislocation (GND) density analysis
Geometrically necessary dislocation (GND) density corresponds
to the density needed to accommodate the lattice distortion
measured for a given area; that is they are required to account for a
closure failure of the Burgers circuit around the measurement area
[32e34]. Thus a Burgers circuit construction around an arbitrary
group of dislocations reveals that only a fraction of them contribute
to the net Burgers vector and thus correspond to the GND density.
While, in contrast, other dislocation structures such as dipoles,
multipoles and loops wholly contained with the Burgers circuit
contribute a null net Burgers vector, and result in no lattice curvature at the length scales of the Burgers circuit under consideration. This latter contribution to the dislocation density is classiﬁed
as the statistically stored dislocation (SSDs) density [32e36].
Dislocation densities estimates using EBSD are generally performed according to Nye's theory [32], where rotation gradients
within a Burgers' circuit are linked to the stored GND. Kroner [33]
extended this analysis to include the elastic strain gradients that
Nye had assumed to be small. Nye's assumption has been found to
be reasonable in deformed metals but in semiconductors the elastic
strain gradients could make signiﬁcant contributions and should
not be neglected. When elastic strain gradients are included in the
analysis only three of the nine terms in the Nye-Kroner dislocation
tensor can be found and these relate to dislocation types with lines
that propagate to the sample surface along x3 [37] Equations
(5)e(7) relate terms in the Nye-Kroner dislocation tensor aij with
the lattice curvature. The ﬁrst two equations concern the twist (u12)
and the third concerns the tilt (u13 and u23). In the InAlN thin ﬁlms,
we assume that the three measured lattice curvatures (rotation and
elastic strain gradients) are accommodated by combinations of
screw dislocations along [0001], and three possible edge dislocation types with [0001] line direction and 1/3<1120> Burgers vector
(ie 1/3 ai, i ¼ 1,2,3).

a13 ¼

3
1X
vu12 v3 11 v3 12
ai $½100 ri ¼
þ

3
vx1
vx2
vx1
i¼1

(5)
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a23

3
1X
vu12 v3 12 v3 22
¼
a $½010 ri ¼
þ

3 i¼1 i
vx2
vx2
vx1

a33 ¼ jcjr < c > ¼

vu13 vu23 v3 13 v3 23

þ

vx2
vx1
vx2
vx1

(6)

(7)

At each point in the map, a set of possible GND densities (r<c>, ri,
i ¼ 1,2,3) that satisﬁes the three lattice curvature are found. The two
twist equations (5) and (6) contain three unknowns (ri, i ¼ 1,2,3)
and so there can be many possible combinations that are valid
solutions and we choose the one which gives the minimum total
line energy (L1 optimisation) [21]. Equation (7) describing the lattice tilt provides an unambiguous estimation of the screw dislocation density (r<c>).
2.3. Electron channelling contrast imaging (ECCI)
Electron channelling contrast imaging (ECCI) can be used in a
near normal incidence geometry [38,39] or in a forescattered geometry where the sample is tilted from 30 to 70 toward the
electron sensitive detector positioned to collect electrons scattered
to low take-off angles. Electron channelling contrast images are
produced when a sample is positioned so that a plane or planes
may diffract the electrons incident on the sample. Changes in
crystallographic orientation or changes in lattice constant due to
local strain are revealed by changes in contrast in the channelling
image constructed by monitoring the intensity of backscattered
electrons as the focused electron beam is scanned over the sample.
Extremely small changes in orientation and strain are detectable,
revealing, for example, low angle tilt and rotation boundaries and
atomic steps and enabling extended defects such as dislocations
and stacking faults to be imaged. Fig. 1(b) shows one such image
where TDs are revealed as spots with black-white contrast for the
InAlN thin ﬁlm grown on SiC. ECC images were acquired using an
FEI Sirion 200 Schotty FEG-SEM with a beam current of z2.5 nA, a
beam divergence of z4 mrad, and an electron beam energy of
30 keV. In our present work, we use a forescatter geometry where
the sample is tilted z54 to the impinging electron beam and the
backscattered electrons are detected by an electron-sensitive diode
from KE developments Ltd.
For materials with a wurtzite crystal structure such as GaN, we
have previously developed a simple geometric procedure to identify a given TD as edge (E), screw (S), or mixed (M) by exploiting
differences in the direction of the blackewhite (B-W) contrast between two ECC images acquired with symmetric diffraction conditions [22]. Knowledge of the diffraction conditions requires the
acquisition of electron channelling patterns (ECPs) without which
differentiating between different dislocation types is not possible,
especially between pure screw and mixed dislocations in nitride
semiconductors. However by comparing the B-W contrast directions of TDs between two ECCI micrographs obtained from the
same region of the sample at different (though unidentiﬁed)
diffraction conditions, it is possible to differentiate between pure
edge type dislocations and dislocations with screw component
(pure screw and mixed dislocations) [40]. In the present work,
acquisition of good quality ECPs was not possible due to the samples' surface topography.
3. Results
3.1. Cross-correlation EBSD
The residual strain maps obtained using the cross-correlation

analysis for the two InAlN samples grown on the SiC and sapphire substrates respectively are shown in Fig. 2(a)e(b). Please note
the resulting frame used to describe the strain state from the EBSPs
has the x1 direction which corresponds to the InAlN crystal direction of [-1100], the x2 direction corresponds to the [11-20] and the
x3 direction corresponds to the [0001] surface normal as is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The reference point is a user selected option, in
our measurements we have selected an area toward the top left
corner of the map as indicated for each sample on the 3 11 strain map
by a red circle (see Fig. 2). The maps produced represent the variation in elastic strain with respect to the marked reference point.
The same colour scale (blue to red) is used for each strain map on
both samples. Ultimately, regions with high tensile strain are
indicated in red (dotted circle on 3 11 in Fig. 2(b)), regions with
compressive strain are indicated in blue (dotted rectangle) and
regions with lower strain or no strain are indicated in green (dotted
triangle). This can be clearly seen in the enlarged section of the 3 11
map shown in Fig. 2(c). Comparing the six strain component maps
it may be discerned that the higher strain variations are for the inplane shear strain, 312 and the two in-plane normal strains, 311 and
3 22 for each sample. This behaviour is consistently observed for both
samples. This may be due to the difference in thermal expansion
coefﬁcient between GaN, InAlN and the lattice mismatch along the
two in-plane directions driving the formation and arrangement of
dislocations. In addition the lattice constants and in-plane thermal
expansion coefﬁcient of the GaN differ from those of both sapphire
and SiC, and this results in-plane strain of InAlN on both different
substrates [29] which will also lead the formation of dislocation.
The lattice constants and in-thermal expansion coefﬁcients [29] of
SiC are closer to those of GaN compared to sapphire, therefore the
GaN layers grown on SiC have better crystalline quality.
The variation in the two out of plane shear strains (3 13 and 3 23)
and the out of plane normal strain (3 33) remains close to zero in
accordance with the expectation that the corresponding out of
plane stresses should be zero to comply with the biaxial strain in
the epitaxially grown InAlN layer.
The out of plane lattice rotation u23, is deﬁned as the rotation
about the x1 axis i.e. [-1100] of the specimen, and u13 is the rotation
about x2 i.e. [11-20], while u12 is the in-plane rotation corresponding to a twist about the surface normal x3 i.e. [0001]. Maps of
these lattice rotation ﬁelds are shown in Fig. 3 for both samples. It
can be seen that the magnitude of the in-plane rotation is signiﬁcantly greater than those out of plane. This behaviour is seen for
both samples. When comparing the rotation maps, the lattice
rotation on sapphire is much greater than on SiC in accord with the
larger lattice mismatch between GaN and the sapphire substrate.
The scale in Fig. 3(b) shows both positive and negative values to
represent the in-plane rotation directions with respect to the
reference point. As InAlN has a lattice mismatch with respect to the
GaN layer and substrate underneath, mosaic structures of misoriented sub-grains can be formed. The coalescence of islands during
the growth can form the misoriented sub-grains. Due to the
epitaxial growth processes, these misorientations are extremely
small when compared to polycrystalline samples. The white dotted
lines (see Fig. 3(a)e(b)) marks the trace of line scans of twist
rotation (u12) with respect to the reference point for both the
samples. Fig. 3(c) shows the lattice rotation proﬁle for the line scans
along the marked dotted white lines. The maximum in-plane
rotation for the InAlN on sapphire is just above 0.15 , whereas
the maximum for the InAlN on SiC is lower than 0.05 . Therefore,
in-plane rotation is lower for the sample with smaller lattice
mismatch between the GaN layer and substrate.
The strain and rotation variations on the sample surface can also
be plotted as histograms. The histograms plotted in Fig. 4 show the
distribution of normal strain, shear strain and the three rotation
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Fig. 2. Residual strain mapped by EBSD for InAlN thin ﬁlm samples grown on two different substrates (a) SiC and (b) sapphire. The red dot on 3 11 is the EBSP reference point. The
dotted circle, triangle and rectangle on 3 11 map highlight areas with tensile, no strain and compressive strain along the [-1100] direction on InAlN/Al2O3. (c) Enlargement of 3 11 map
on InAlN/Al2O3. The same colour scale is used for each strain map. The reference axis and crystallographic system is also shown in the ﬁgure. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

components about the mean value for both the samples. It can be
seen from Fig. 4(a) that the normal in plane strains (3 11, 3 22) have a
wider range of strain distribution than the normal out of plane
strain (3 33) for both the samples. The in-plane shear strain (3 12)
distribution measured for the sapphire substrate sample is markedly wider compared with the out shear strains (3 23, 313). On the
rotation histograms, the distributions show a larger spread in the
twist mosaic (Fig. 4(c)) compared to the tilt mosaic and the spread
is largest for the twist mosaic in the sample grown on the sapphire
substrate. This is visually evident from the maps shown in
Fig. 3(a)e(b). A larger spread for the twist mosaic when compared
to that of tilt was also observed in the Hough transformed based
EBSD measurement by Rao et al. [41] and cross-correlation method
by Wilkinson [37] on GaN thin ﬁlms. This is comparable with
previous measurements of the in-plane twist and out-plane tilt in
GaN using TEM [42,43] and XRD [16,44].
3.2. GND density analysis
Although the elastic strain variations shown in Fig. 2 are smaller
than the lattice rotations shown in Fig. 3, the difference does not
appear so large that neglect of the elastic strain gradient seems
obviously justiﬁed in analysing the GND density content. A more
direct comparison is made in Fig. 5 which compares two terms in
equation (5) for the GND density: one lattice rotation gradient


 
vu12
3 12
in Fig. 5(a) and one elastic strain gradient term vvx
in
vx1
1


3 12 vu12
= vx1 between the two
Fig. 5(b), while Fig. 5(c) shows the ratio vvx
1

terms. The strain gradient is often close to or sometimes signiﬁcantly in excess of the rotation gradient in this sample, indeed
z50% of the points have a ratio of unity or above (Fig. 5(d)). This
provides ample demonstration of the need to include elastic strain
gradient terms when evaluating the GND density.
Solving equations (5)e(7) from the Nye-Kroner theory allows
the TD density to be estimated. The screw GND density is found
directly from equation (7), while the two equations (5) and (6) are
used in combination with the constraint that the energy be minimised to establish the densities of the three edge GND types.
Fig. 6(a)e6(d) and Fig. 6(e)e6(h) show the distribution of four types
(1 screw and 3 edge) of TDs in (I) InAlN/SiC and (II) InAlN/Al2O3
respectively. For the <c> screw GNDs (Fig. 6(a)e(e)), the positive b
is parallel to the line direction of the dislocation along the outward
surface normal. The Burgers vectors of the edge dislocations <ai>
are marked by black lines toward the top of the GND density maps
in Fig. 6(b)e6(d) and Fig. 6(f)e6(h). The sense of the Burgers vector
for positive dislocations (with line direction along the outward
surface normal) are indicated by black arrows shown in Fig. 6(b)e
6(d). The meaning of positive/negative GND density in these maps
(Fig. 6) is that GNDs are present at the absolute density shown but
with a positive or negative Burgers vector given by the sign of the
colourscale (red/positive, blue/negative). It is noticeable that
there tends to be an alignment of the edge GND densities into short
bands of raised GND density (of a particular sign) running
perpendicular to the Burgers vector for each of the edge GND
density maps. This corresponds to an equilibrium conﬁguration of
the dislocation types in an array of edge dislocations one above the
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with an abrupt change in rotation or strain, generates a 2 pixels
wide region of high strain gradient. This ‘blurs’ the individual
dislocation images that can be identiﬁed in ECCI images (see Fig. 7)
into a distribution of dislocation density. Fig. 6 indicates a signiﬁcant difference in the dislocation density of edge type dislocations
when compared to screw for both the samples. Also it can be seen
that the total threading dislocation density is higher in InAlN/Al2O3
when compared to InAlN/SiC. The average densities of screw and
edge GNDs are given in Table 1 for the two samples. The step size
clearly has implications for the measured GND density [21] since if
the step size is too large then multiple dislocations will thread the
patch and only their combined excess Burger vector contributes to
the curvature measured across the patch while components that
cancel in the vector summation are not measured. The step size was
thus kept relatively small (200 nm) to avoid excessive underestimation of the density and seven different regions in each sample,
covering a total area of 2680 mm2, were analysed and the results
averaged to ensure a good representative sampling of the distribution. The error reported in Table 1 is the standard deviation between the average density values obtained for each of the seven
randomly scanned areas.
It is also possible to estimate the TD density from the tails of
residual stress probability distributions P(s12) [46]. The high
stresses near a dislocation core are such that random sampling
leads to a probability distribution that follows a high stress
asymptote with P(s) f 1/s312, as shown by Groma et al. [47] and
Kaganer et al. [48] Kaganer et al. [49] have used such analysis and
X-ray diffraction peak tails to determine TD densities in GaN
epitaxial ﬁlms. We recently analysed HR-EBSD generated stress
probability distributions from these two InAlN samples and obtained the combined density of edge and mixed dislocations from
the in-plane shear stress results as is shown in Table 1 [46].
3.3. ECCI

Fig. 3. Variation in lattice rotations for the scanned region (a) InAlN/SiC and (b) InAlN/
Al2O3. All the variations are measured with respect to the reference point indicated by
the red dot in Fig. 2 (c) u12 lattice rotation proﬁle for the selected lines on the maps.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

other in a (very) low angle tilt boundary [45]. This often seems to
happen with a band of positive GNDs running next to one with
negative GNDs e.g. black rectangle in Fig. 6(g). Note the width of the
bands (red or blue colour) correspond to z2 pixels which arises as
a results of the 3 by 3 pixel wide patch used for numerical evaluation of the rotation and strain gradients, which in convolution

In order to image sub-grains and resolve individual TDs, determine their types and estimate their densities, we have performed
ECCI. Fig. 7(a)e7(b) and 7(c)e7(d) show the ECCI of InAlN/SiC and
InAlN/Al2O3 respectively. As mentioned previously, it is possible to
distinguish between dislocations with a screw component (i.e. pure
screw or mixed) and pure edge dislocations by monitoring the B-W
contrast direction associated with TDs taken from two ECC images
acquired from the same part of the sample with different diffraction
conditions. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 where the white rectangles
show pure edge dislocations for which the sense of the B-W
contrast seen in Fig. 7(a) (and 7(c)) is reversed in direction in
Fig. 7(b) (and 7(d)), this is not the case for dislocations with a screw
component (see white circles in Fig. 7). Change in contrast of the
sub-grains is also observed on changing the diffraction conditions,
this can be seen clearly in the InAlN/Al2O3 (see Fig. 7(c)e(d)). The
sub-grain contrast can be attributed to variation in the orientation
of the sub-grains and the larger sub-grain contrast observed for the
InAlN/Al2O3 can be qualitatively attributed to a higher variation in
rotations for this sample observed in the quantitative HR-EBSD
results (Fig. 3(b)). Note that dislocations line up along the subgrain boundaries e our analysis reveals theses dislocations to be
edge dislocations. This is consistent with the alignment of the edge
GND densities observed in Fig. 6.
TD densities and types were estimated from ECCI by manually
counting dislocations in the acquired images and identifying those
which reverse their B-W contrast on changing the diffraction vector. To determine total dislocations density, observations were
made on three different z18 mm2 regions of each sample. The error
reported in Table 1 is the standard deviation between the average
density values obtained for each of the three areas. For each sample,
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Fig. 4. Distribution of (a) normal strain, (b) shear strain and (c) twist (u12) and tilt (u13 and u23) in InAlN on SiC (open circles) and InAlN on Al2O3 (lines).

Fig. 5. (a) Lattice rotation gradient and (b) elastic strain gradient measured in the sample grown on SiC. (c) Modulus of the ratio of the strain and rotation gradients and (d) showing
a histogram of the ratio.

z 170 dislocations were analysed to estimate the TD types. The
densities of pure edge TDs and those with some screw character
(pure screw and mixed) are given in Table 1, the errors reported are
the standard deviation derived from the count of each dislocation
type. It should be noted that HR-EBSD and ECCI were not performed
from the same area.
4. Discussion
EBSD is a surface sensitive technique and the Kikuchi band
signal with EBSD patterns originates from the near surface region.

The exact depth sensitivity of EBSD is in fact rather poorly known
but often it is stated to be in the range between 10 and 40 nm at
20 kV, with the lower values reached for denser material [50] and
with lower depth penetration expected for lower accelerating
voltage and higher atomic number of the specimen [51]. Zaefferer
[52] has made measurements from amorphous chromium layers on
a Si single crystal and shown that at 15 keV only a 2 nm Cr layer
reduced the contrast of the substrate pattern to half its value from
the uncoated Si. The most comprehensive and recent analysis has
been given by Winkelmann et al. who performed Monte Carlo
simulations incorporating discrete inelastic scattering events. They
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Fig. 6. Maps showing a low energy solution for the <c> screw GNDs and the three <ai> edge dislocation density distributions in (I) InAlN/SiC and (II) InAlN/Al2O3. The black line
indicates the Burgers Vector direction. Colourscale gives the positive (┴, red colour) and negative (┬, blue colour) sense of the dislocation's bands. Note the right black rectangle
shows the sign of the distribution dislocations. As example, two opposite alignment of four dislocations are drawn. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

thickness of the InAlN layer. Some HR-EBSD measurements were
also made at other beam energies from 15 keV to 30 keV and a
slight tendency for higher GND densities at lower beam energies
was observed.
Generally in nitride thin ﬁlms, the density of pure screw dislocations is between 1 and 10% of the total TDs [54,55]. However the
ratio of mixed to pure edge dislocations is variable [56]. From our
present EBSD analysis, we cannot differentiate between pure edge
and mixed dislocations. Similarly, for the ECC images used here,
without knowledge of the diffraction conditions, it is not possible to
differentiate between pure screw and mixed dislocations. We have
previously made TEM observations on cross-section samples of
these materials in which weak beam imaging with (0002) and (1120) reﬂections was used to distinguish pure screw, mixed and pure
edge dislocations [24].
The GND density analysis of the nitride thin ﬁlms as described
here, is similar to XRD analysis and can be thought of in terms of the
crystal mosaicity model [15]. Metzger et al. [16] separated the
density of edge (z1010 cm2) and screw (z2  108 cm2) TDs in


GaN layers from measurement of peak widths for 5 h0hl asymFig. 7. ECCI micrographs exhibiting sub-grain contrast and showing threading dislocations. The circles highlight dislocations with a screw component and the rectangles
highlight pure edge type dislocations: (a)e(b) ECCI of InAlN/SiC, and (c)e(d) ECCI of
InAlN on sapphire acquired under different diffraction conditions.

associate the Kikuchi band contrast with electrons scattered
through large angle in their last elastic interaction before leaving
the sample and show the depth distribution of such electrons follows and exponential decay with an attenuation length of 22 nm in
Si for 20 keV and 10e12 nm for 10 keV incident electrons [53]. The
average atomic number of the InAlN layer at ~20% In is very close to
that of Si, however the signiﬁcantly higher Z2 value of In makes it a
more effect large angle scatter centre. Taking the 22 nm attenuation
length suggested for Si at 20 keV by Winkelmann we would expect
~50% of the EBSD signal to originate from within the 15 nm

metric reﬂections and for 3 ð000lÞ symmetric reﬂections,
Table 1
Threading dislocation density measured by HR-EBSD and ECCI techniques. The
values are given in cm2.
Method

TDs (x109 cm2)

Samples
InAlN/SiC

InAlN/Al2O3

HR-EBSD

Screw type (M þ S)
Edge type (M þ E)
Total
Screw type (M þ S)
Pure edge (E)
Total
MþE

0.20 ± 0.09
1.50 ± 0.29
1.70 ± 0.38
0.5 ± 0.1
1.0 ± 0.1
1.5 ± 0.1
1.4

0.40 ± 0.06
3.50 ± 0.42
3.90 ± 0.48
1.1 ± 0.2
2.3 ± 0.2
3.4 ± 0.5
4.1

ECCI

Wilkinson et al.a
a

Reference [40].
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Table 2
Dislocation densities estimated for different dislocation types from combined HR-EBSD and ECCI data.
Samples

Method

InAlN/SiC
InAlN/Al2O3

HR-EBSD& ECCI
HR-EBSD& ECCI

Density  109 cm2
Density  109 cm2

respectively. In their case TEM showed somewhat higher densities
for the edge dislocations at z 1011 cm2, and screw dislocations at
8  108 cm2 and mixed dislocations were observed at a density of
z 108 cm2. The presence of mixed dislocations was neglected in
the analysis of X-ray data as an unambiguous separation is only
possible for pure edge and pure screw dislocation types.
A similar issue is found in the analysis of GND density from HREBSD data. Adding mixed dislocations into the analysis generates a
further 6 dislocation types (and their negative counterparts) so that
the three equations (5)e(7) are fully coupled and need to be solved
for the densities of 10 dislocation types. The problem is poorly
constrained and many possible solutions exist. Recourse to energy
minimisation is not helpful in removing the ambiguity as for
isotropic elasticity, the mixed dislocation has the same energy as
the pure screw and pure edge (as the Burgers vectors are orthogonal) and generate the identical curvature. Anisotropic elastic
strain energies from Foreman's analysis [57] suggest that a pair of
pure screw and edge dislocations have lower energy than the
equivalent mixed dislocation and so would be the energetically
preferred solution (so the ﬁelds determined in Fig. 6 would be
maintained). The presence of many mixed dislocations in these
InAlN layers (from previous TEM analysis [24]) indicates that kinematics of the defect formation and/or core energies are also
important. Core energies may be difﬁcult to establish as In segregation to TDs has been seen experimentally using HAADF [58],
linked to increased leakage currents [59] and in atomistic simulations has been seen to reduce core energies of screw TDs [60].
Neither HR-EBSD nor ECCI individually provide unambiguous
separation of screw, edge and mixed TD densities, however,
combining the information from the two techniques allows a
simple set of four linear equations in the three unknown densities
to be solved in a least squares sense, with the constraint that the
densities are positive or zero. These fully separated dislocation
densities are given in Table 2 for the two samples.
Given the real region to region variations in dislocation densities
and distribution across types, and the quite different measurement
strategies, the quantitative comparison of dislocation densities
summarised in Tables 1 and 2 is entirely reasonable. Certainly
greater discrepancies have been reported between XRD and TEM
methods on GaN [15] and here in the InAlN the densities are lower.
The HR-EBSD based GND density measurements are generally
considered to be lower bound estimates as only the excess Burgers
vector within a grid square on the EBSD map contributes so if there
are multiple dislocations within the grid square then some contributions may be lost due to cancelling in the vector sum of Burgers vectors.
The noise ﬂoor for the HR-EBSD rotations is z 104 rad which at
a step size of 200 nm gives an estimated minimum detectable GND
density of z5  108 cm2 for <a> type edge dislocations and
z1  108 cm2 for <c> type screw using the simple expression
cited in Refs. [21,61]. These are below the average GND densities
reported in Table 1, but only just so for the screw (plus mixed) type.
The noise ﬂoor relates to the limited sensitivity of individual
measurements within a map rather than uncertainty in the mean
GND density values obtained. Measurement noise would be expected to artiﬁcially increase the apparent GND density in regions
of the sample where real dislocation content is below the noise
ﬂoor. It is reassuring that the ECCI results in fact give slightly higher

Screw (S)

Mixed (M)

Edge (E)

Total TDs

0.00
0.00

0.38
0.84

1.06
2.48

1.44
3.32

densities for the screw and mixed TD types. In our analyses the step
size was 200 nm, reducing the step size further in attempts to allow
the resolving of the majority of GNDs would increase the noise ﬂoor
[61] and result in misinterpretation of the dislocation because the
GND density will be close or below the noise ﬂoor. For this instance
of a sample with low density of dislocations it is suggested that is a
good practice to obtain a few GND maps from different regions
through the sample. It should also be borne in mind that the NyeKroner GND analysis was originally formulated on the basis of a
relatively high density of dislocations (in deformed metals) that
could be considered as a continuous distribution, while for these
samples a single TD within a grid square corresponds to a density of
2.5  109 cm2. The average densities are close to or below this so
the dislocations should really be analysed as discrete entities rather
than a continuous dislocation density ﬁeld.
5. Summary
The present work used HR-EBSD and the ECCI techniques to
examine the lattice strain, lattice rotation and threading dislocation
densities in InAlN thin ﬁlms grown on SiC and sapphire. The key
results of the investigation are summarised in the following:
1. HR-EBSD allows for the accurate determination of local strain
gradients, combined with improved spatial and angular resolution and sheds new insight on dislocation distribution content
in nitride thin ﬁlms.
2. The substrates play a great role in affecting the in-plane strain
(3 11, 3 22, 312) and the lattice rotations in the InAlN layers. The
variation in tilt and twist decreases with decreasing the
mismatch between the GaN layer and the substrate. The
signiﬁcantly smaller rotations in the InAlN/SiC sample
compared to the InAlN/Al2O3 sample indicate a lower defect
density in the heterostructure grown on SiC.
3. The in-plane twist rotations were larger than the out-of-plane
tilts for both samples indicating that the density of edge and
mixed dislocations is greater than that for screw and mixed
dislocations.
4. HR-EBSD measurements were analysed using Nye-Kroner theory to determine the density of edge and mixed GNDs, and
screw and mixed dislocations. ECCI allowed pure edge dislocations to be distinguished from screw and mixed dislocations.
Combining data from HR-EBSD and ECCI observations allowed
the densities of pure edge, mixed and pure screw threading
dislocations to be fully separated.
While we have demonstrated the application of the HR-EBSD
and ECCI techniques to examine the lattice strain, lattice rotation
and threading dislocation densities in InAlN thin ﬁlms, the analysis
as described in this paper is applicable to a wide range of materials
including nitride, phosphide and telluride semiconductor thin
ﬁlms, SiGe, SiC and diamond thin ﬁlms.
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